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With a backdrop of easy-to-follow, delicious Southern recipes, Southern Living Home Cooking
Basics, presents the principles of traditional cooking in a visually stunning, photographic step-
by-step fashion that's like having a cooking teacher at your side. It's focused on the key cooking
basics-the only ones you really need to know to enjoy a lifetime of great cooking and eating-but
with an eye toward those special features that make a recipe or technique uniquely Southern.
Through visually stunning photography and step-by-step methods, Southern Living Home
Cooking Basics walks you through the basic principles in the accompanying array of over 200
easy-to-follow, delicious Southern recipes that seem more inspired than entry-level. This book
takes you through the how and why of each basic cooking method, from boiling and steaming
to braising and roasting and every cooking technique between. Readers gain a keen
understanding of what technique to apply to a specific ingredient and how to execute it with
precision. Plus, with more than 200 recipes to choose from, cooks can instantly test their skills
on dishes such as Lemon Coconut Cake, Mama's Fried Chicken, Grilled Greek Snapper, and
countless other delicious dishes. Home Cooking Basics is cooking demystified.



For more than 45 years,Southern Living has provided millions of readers with delicious, fool-
proof recipesthat we’ve perfected in our test kitchen. If you love reading about great Southern
food, but lack confidence in your own kitchen, Home Cooking Basicsis the book for you. These
pages will give you all the inspiration and information you need to prepare memorable
mealsjust like momma did. From the best knives to must-have baking equipment, we’ve
researched all the essentials. You’ll learn how to stock your spice cabinet, how to select in-
season produce, and how to determine the best cut of meat to use in your recipe. Step-by-step
photographs demonstrate good-to-know techniques such as deveining shrimp and cutting a
mango. You’ll even become a whiz at boiling, braising, grilling, and sautéing, so you can easily
apply what you’ve learned to the over 375 recipes included in the book! Best of all, Home
Cooking Basics proves that “basic” should never mean boring. We’ll transform you into an
everday gourmet who entertains with ease—so let go of your trepidations, toss your take-out
menus, and let’s get cooking!     M. Lindsay BiermanEditor, Southern Living Magazine
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Cookware When equipping your kitchen, the first place to start is cookware. The quality of the
cooking vessels you have can greatly affect the end result of a recipe. Stock your kitchen with
varying sizes and shapes of these, and you’ll be armed and ready to tackle any dish. 1.
Stockpot This is perfect for tackling heavy-duty jobs such as making large batches of chili or
steaming lobsters. Thick-bottomed pots are ideal to prevent scorching. 2. Dutch Oven This
versatile pot is a must-have. It’s made for stovetop and oven use, and, while ideal for making
soups, it’s also perfect for frying and braising.

3. Tongs This tool is oftentimes a chef’s favorite, allowing you to grab hot items with ease. 4.
Steamer Basket You’ll find this is great for steaming veggies, dumplings or even fish. Look for
collapsible models with a center rod that allows for easy removal from your pot. 5. Skillet The
shallow sides of this pan allow for searing and quick reduction of sauces. Nonstick skillets are
perfect for cooking delicate foods such as omelets and make cleanup a breeze. 6. Saucepan A
kitchen staple, saucepans come in many sizes and are perfect for just about every stovetop
task. Look for pans with tight-fitting lids and rounded corners so your whisk and spoon can
easily reach every nook and cranny. 

7. Cast Iron Skillet The beauty of cast iron is that it heats up slowly but retains heat well. It’s
fairly inexpensive and lasts forever. Be sure to keep it well seasoned, and it’ll be your go-to
“nonstick” skillet for everything. 8. Grill Pan This pan offers all the benefits that a grill does,
such as caramelizing ridges for grill marks. 9. Cutting Board Buy this in a variety of shapes,
sizes, and materials for versatility. Butcher blocks are the most durable, as they’re made of
wood. Plastic and rubber boards are more convenient, especially when they fit into a
dishwasher. 10. Roasting Pan A necessity for holiday feasts, this pan with low sides promises
even brownness for meats and veggies with maximum exposure to the oven’s heat.

bakeware Whether you’re a serious baker or a beginner,these pans, utensils, and bowls will
help guarantee recipe success. They’re all relatively inexpensive and can make everyday tasks
a little easier. As with cookware, quality is key—so don’t skimp.

1. Mixing Bowl It’s a good idea to have both stainless steel and ceramic mixing bowls in various



sizes. Ceramicbowls are microwave-safe, and stainless steel bowls are ideal for whipping egg
whites. 2. Whisk Be sure to have several different shapes andsizes of this tool to best perform
the job at hand. Balloon whisks have long, thin wires in a wide “balloon” shape to beat cream to
perfect fluffiness and egg whites to stiff peaks. Skinny whisks are ideal for making sauces,
because they reach into tight spaces. 3. Loaf Pan If you love to bake, you’ll definitely needa
couple of these. It’s a good idea to have a pair of the same size in case your recipe makes 2
loaves of bread. 4. Oven Mitt This is a necessity to grab hot pans from the oven or stovetop.
Mitts that are machine washable arethe most practical. 5. Bundt Pan This specialty pan is what
you need forp ound cakes and coffee cakes. Be sure to buy heavy- weight cast aluminum with
clearly defined ridgesfor easy release and a capacity of 12 cups for use with most recipes. 6.
Pie Plate This glass dish is useful for more thanjust pies. It’s also great for quiches, for
dredgingmeats into flour, and so much more. The most common size is 9-inch, but you can
also buy deep-dish and10-inch dishes. 7. Tart Pan The bottom of this pan is removable so you
don’t destroy delicate crusts. A 9-inch pan is the most versatile size. 8. Springform Pan The
removable sides of this pan makeit ideal for cheesecakes. You can remove the cake from the
pan without destroying its creamy texture. It’s a goodidea to have at least 2 different sizes on
hand, and be sure that there is a tight seal between the band and the bottom of the pan so
batter won’t escape during baking.

9. Cake Pan Choose round or square varieties. It’s a good idea to have a pair of the same size
so that you can make layer cakes. Look for pans with high, straight sides and a nonstick finish.
10. Rubber Scraper This tool is especially important when scraping batter from bowls. Make
sure yours is heatproof so that it doesn’t melt when stirring hot mixtures. 11. Muffin Tin The
traditional 1 / 2-cup capacity is a best bet for making perfect muffins and cupcakes. Look for
pans with a dark nonstick surface to ensure even browning during baking. 12. Spatula This tool
is handy when flipping fried eggs or hamburgers. Make sure you have a few that are heatproof
and some that are non-metal for when you’re cooking on nonstick surfaces. 13. Baking Sheet
Rimmed baking sheets wear many hats in the kitchen—they can bake up your favorite batch of
cookies or sub as a roasting pan for veggies. Buy those with light-colored surfaces and heavy
thicknesses for even baking. 14. Baking Dish/Pan This pan is used for everything from baking
casseroles and roasting vegetables to baking sheet cakes. A 13- x 9-inch pan is the most
commonly used size, but you may also want to have a smaller11- x 7-inch, a square baking
dish, and some round2- and 3-quart dishes. The same is true for baking pans. 15. Cooling
Rack Meant for holding hot pans straight out of the oven, this tool can double as a rack for a
roasting pan. Be sure to buy racks with tightly woven, heavy-duty metal bars. 16. Silicone Mat
Once found only in professionalkitchens, these handy baking mats take away the need for
parchment, wax paper, oil, or grease for baking pans. They are safe to heat up to oven
temperatures of 475°.

knives It is virtually impossible to get around the kitchenwithout a good knife. So be sure to
choose knivesmade of high-quality carbon steel, which won’t rustor corrode. For strength and
balance, look for kniveswith full tangs, where the metal of the blade extendsthe entire length of
the handle and is anchored withrivets. Handles can be made of wood, resin, plastic,rubber, or
metal. While knives can be purchased insets, selecting each individually allows you to
gaugehow they feel and fit your hand. After all, the mostimportant feature of a good knife is
comfort.



1. Paring Knife Like a chef’s knife in miniature, the tapered blade of a paring knife ranges from
3 to4 inches in length and is most often used for peeling and slicing fruits and vegetables. It
comes in handy when precision cutting is required, such as hulling strawberries, peeling
potatoes, or cutting pastry embellishments. 2. Chef’s Knife This large-bladed knife is the
workhorse of the kitchen. Its slightly curved, broad blade and heft make it extremely versatile.
Use it in a rocking fashion to chop, dice, and mince and in a sweeping fashion to slice or fillet.
Use the broad side of the knife to crush garlic or pit olives. It comes in a range of sizes, but an8-
inch blade is good for most cooks. 3. Meat Cleaver This hefty knife looks like a hatchet and is
ideal for cutting through bones or chopping big slabs of meat. It also works well when crushing
garlic. 4. Boning Knife With a flexible, modestly curved bladeof 5 to 7 inches, this knife is an
excellent choice for separating cooked and uncooked meats from the bone or peeling fruits and
vegetables. 5. Utility Knife Like a paring knife, only larger, theutility knife’s slightly curved blade
comes in handyfor carving small cuts of meat. 6. Carving Knife Its blade can be rigid or flexible
and range from 8 to 15 inches. Rigid blades are used for slicing roasted meats, while flexible
blades are ideal for filleting large fish or carving a bird. It comes with either a smooth or granton
edge. 7. Serrated Knife Its tooth-like blade makes it the ideal choice for slicing through soft or
crusty breads; cakes and other baked goods; thick-skinned fruits such as citrus; and tender-
skinned ingredients, such as tomatoes, which often burst under the pressure ofa non-serrated
knife. 
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Stacy, “Great choice for the inexperienced cook. This book is intended for people with little or
no cooking experience. I bought it for a friend of mine who loves Southern food, knows almost
nothing about cooking, and says that he wants to learn how to cook. It is the perfect book for
that type of person. The photos and information make cooking seem inviting and easy, rather
than intimidating. The book is divided into three main sections covering basic background
information, methods, and recipes.Approximately the first hundred pages provide basic
information on kitchen equipment, ingredients, and prep work. These sections include
attractive yet informative photographs. The accompanying descriptions are clear, organized,
and easy to understand. The chapter on kitchen equipment covers specific types of cookware,
bakeware, knives, tools, electrical appliances, barware, and table settings. It includes a picture
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of each item, a description of what it is used for, and what to look for when buying one. The
chapter on ingredients follows a similar format. Again, each item has a picture and a
description of how it is typically used in cooking. Information is included on spices, sugars,
salts, vinegars, fats/oils, grains, nuts/seeds, cheeses, beans, vegetables, fresh herbs, fruits,
meats/fish, and wines. It is very thorough and covers just about every ingredient that would be
encountered in Southern cooking. For example, the cheeses are divided into categories (fresh,
blue, soft, melting, grilling, and grating), and a total of 39 types of cheese are pictured and
described. The chapter on prep work includes definitions of common terms (chop, dice,
julienne, etc.) and goes on to provide specific instructions (with photos) for common tasks. For
example, how to peel and core and apple, cut up a chicken, separate eggs, and blanch
vegetables.The methods section covers baking, boiling, braising, frying, grilling, roasting,
sautéing, and steaming. Recipes are included to help illustrate each method. Photos and
detailed instructions help guide the cook through the process. This section is much like a
normal cookbook, except with more detailed instructions and step-by-step photos of the
cooking process.The final section of the book includes more recipes, intended to be used by
someone who has become more comfortable with cooking, and no longer needs step-by-step
photos or highly detailed instructions. It includes a nice, balanced selection of recipes with a
focus on Southern types of food. Photos are included for some recipes.Overall, I think this book
is great choice for someone with little or no experience in the kitchen.”

Melissa G., “Makes my kitchen a joy again. I haven't used cookbooks in years but needed new
recipes. The recipes in here are easy to read and follow allowing this "old" cook to surprise her
family with comfort food multiple times a week.”

Linda Littleton, “Wonderful!. I'm an experienced cook, and I truly enjoy this book! It confirms
things I know, explains why I knew it, and do it, and then teaches me more. Easy to follow,
easy to learn... Excellent for beginners and enjoyable from "experienced" forward. Southern
Living is famous for its cooking offerings. This should be in your library as a great basic "go to"
book!”

RealBooks4Ever, “Good Beginner's Cookbook. This book is excellent for beginners as it's
articulate, well photographed, and has good explanations of ingredients and recipes. I have a
copy and got this one to give to my niece as she wanted her own after teaching her some
recipes from mine.”

vivian morgan, “Great cookbook!. The cookbook has many great recipes. Cooking techniques
and steps to completing the recipe are detailed but not so much that you get lost in the
narrative. This cookbook is good for beginning and experienced cooks alike.”

Ann Mulvaney, “Great book. Great book. I am just beginning to cook and this book has been
very helpful.  I gave this book to two different friends and they both loved it.”

SandyBeach, “Excellent, Informative Cookbook. Excellent basic cookbook for beginners and
those of us who cook once in a while. Helps to be able to read about ingredients I never heard
of...  Yea I know, a chef I'm not...”

Ebook Tops Reader, “good scratch recipes. these are interesting takes on standard recipes
that use a lot of simple from scratch ingredients- perfect for someone who is trying to keep



cooking simple but good”

The book by Juliana Baldec has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 52 people have provided feedback.
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